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This board provides background to Taylor Wimpey’s
proposals and illustrates how our plans have evolved.

The site has currently been identified in the Draft
Kempsey Neighbourhood Development Plan as the
preferred location for residental development. The
proposal consists of residential development, sports
and recreational facilities with associated infrastructure.

We welcome any comments on the principles
of the scheme and will seek to incorporate the
suggestions into the design, should they
enhance the desired outlook.

On the plans you can see the constraints and

opportunities (1) for the development. This plan was

prepared to enable us to establish the basic design

principles of the scheme and to inform the blocking

plan (2). The blocking plan shows the hierarchy of the

roads, general layout of the dwelling structure and

the pedestrian connectivity. Drawing (3) is a more

detailed sketch showing how the proposal may look,

encapsulating the sites constraints and opportunities

to deliver a well balanced scheme
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Residential
Development
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The development proposals are to be landscape-led with a
rural edge to the development and green corridors to soften
the residential environment. 

Housing on the scheme is proposed as predominantly smaller
two and three bedroom houses including private bungalows
and also some larger four bedroom properties.
The housing will also be subject to 40% affordable housing
with a mix of tenures including low cost housing.

The key landscape features of the scheme are:

• A rural edge to act as a buffer to Pixham Ferry Lane and provide a safe pedestrian route to proposed sports facilities and beyond.

• Landscape corridor connecting The Lawns development to the rural edge and surrounding environment.

• The creation of areas of publicly accessible open space.

• Extensive planting and landscaping throughout the site.

In addition to the green corridor, we will also be improving traffic conditions on Pixham Ferry Lane by introducing passing bays to aid visibility and access.
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How The Proposed
Development Might
Look

The images below provide an indication of how the 
housing may look.
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Sports and
Recreational
Facilities

Development Proposals

The development proposals will contain sports and
recreational facilities on land adjacent to Old Road South,
together with an enhanced play facility.

As identified in the Kempsey neighbourhood
development plan, undertaken in June 2014 by
the Kempsey Sports Association, further outdoor
recreational facilities are needed within the village.

We welcome your comments with regards to the 

details of the sports and recreational facilities.

The current proposals include:

• Football pitches
• Cricket Pitch
• MUGA
• Community centre containing sports hall,

changing facilities and café

Taylor Wimpey intends to apply for outline consent for
the new sports and recreational facilities. We then
propose to donate the land to the Parish.

In order to facilitate the new sports and recreational
facilities we also intend to improve access along Pixham
Ferry Lane by providing passing bays at strategic
locations avoiding local traffic congestion. As well as
improving access, this will also improve visibility and
safety.

Typical community centre:
(Stoke Orchards - Cheltenham) 
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What will our 
development  
bring to the area?

Building the homes

Once people move in

Additional local authority income

£6.7m
Economic output 
Expected additional Gross Value Added (GVA) per year 
from direct and indirect jobs

69 jobs
Indirect/Induced employment 
49 jobs could be supported in the supply chain per 
year of build

46 jobs
Direct employment 
Estimated to create 32 temporary construction jobs per 
year of build

£500,000
First occupation expenditure 
Total anticipated spend on goods and services by peo-
ple as they move in to the new houses, to make them 
feel like home

£100,000
Additional Council Tax revenues per year 
Estimated additional Council Tax per year based on the 
proposed number of new homes

£710,000
New Homes Bonus payments 
A grant paid, over six years, by central government 
to local councils for increasing the amount of homes 
in their area. Community infrastructure contributions
(eg s106 & CIL) £1,019,000

£2.2m
Total spend by residents 
The amount the residents of the new development 
are expected to spend per year

We are proposing a residential development of 100 
new homes in Malvern Hills. The development 
will include a range of property styles and sizes 
and 40 are proposed to be affordable homes. 
New development can bring a number of economic 
benefits to the local area and we have estimated 
these using UK-wide statistical data. 

Additional economic benefits

Taylor Wimpey and Malvern Hills District
Council will agree a package of
contributions towards improving  local
infrastructure, local services and
affordable housing provision. The agreed
package will be determined through the
planning application process in
consultation with the local service
providers. Other comparable schemes
have been requested to provide a
package of community improvements
covering the following items:

• Affordable housing

• Education

• Housing mix

• Public open space
(Provided by sports & recreational land)

• Transport

• Police services

• Travel plan
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Technical
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This board provides information on how Taylor Wimpey
will address some of the technical elements of the project.

Transport

As part of the planning application, we will undertake a Transport Assessment to
identify the impact of the development on the local highway network. The traffic
report will also identify what mitigation measures are required to facilitate the
proposed development. Additionally the scoping studies will be used to produce a
Travel Plan which will detail various travel-related measures and strategies. The aim
of the report is to encourage residents to consider alternative sustainable modes of
travel other than the motor vehicle, consequently promoting healthier lifestyles.

We have already identified the need to improve traffic conditions on Pixham Ferry
Lane which is currently a narrow country lane. This will be achieved by adding
passing bays at various locations along the lane. The exact positions of the passing
bays will be determined following discussions with Worcester County Council
Highways Department. See below the preliminary details of how the passing bay
scheme may look.

Drainage

In order for us to provide the residential development, sports and recreational
facilities, it will be necessary for us to provide sustainable drainage infrastructure.
This will be developed in accordance with current planning policy, in conjunction
with the Worcestershire Strategic Flood Risk Assessment and the Lead Local Flood
Authority (LLFA). The design may include some of the following methods of
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS), porous paving, soakaways, swales
and balancing ponds. In order to avoid increasing flood risk, any surface water
leaving the development area will be restricted to that of the pre-development
scenario.

Typical section through proposed passing bay
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